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Identity Platform for Web and
Mobile Applications
Launch a better, more secure product faster

Authentication and user management are core capabilities

integration across systems can be a challenge. The
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Use Cases for managing customers,

Trusted by leading engineering teams

partners and users:

Secure User Management
Authentication, user management, and
sign-on policy for any app.

Connect to Distributor & Supplier Identities
Share information with distributors and
suppliers while allowing partners to manage
identities independently.

MFA for your App
Add multi-factor authentication to your app.

Partner or Customer SSO
Connect several apps with one username,
one password, and one session.

Single Customer Profile
Create one consolidated user profile, and
analyze user engagement.

Enterprise Federation for your Service
Implement efficient, standards-based,
enterprise federation at scale.

About Okta
Okta is the foundation for secure connections between people and technology. By harnessing the power of the cloud, Okta
allows people to access applications on any device at any time, while still enforcing strong security protections. It integrates
directly with an organization’s existing directories and identity systems, as well as 4,000+ applications.
Because Okta runs on an integrated platform, organizations can implement the service quickly at large scale and low total cost.
Thousands of customers, including Adobe, Allergan, Chiquita, LinkedIn and Western Union, trust Okta to help their organizations
work faster, boost revenue, and stay secure.
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